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Market Comment:
Belex ended the week on a positive note, with Belex15 up
0.16%. Trading volume is still subdued as the total
weekly turnover amounted to just under €1m. On Friday,
trading was dominated by NIS, which amounted to half of
the volume. Total daily was at €130k. We expect another
quiet week in Belgrade.

BELEX15

Company News:

Aerodrom Nikola Tesla (AERO): Upgrade in service, new
airlines introduction
Airport Nikola Tesla (AERO) announced that it had purchased a
number of new airport passenger bridges, which will speed up the
boarding process. Also, the air terminals reconstruction has been
finalized and the new platform for aircraft reception was erected.
This way, the capacity of the airport is being increased, an attempt
to cater to the ambitious requests of Air Serbia. Etihad-Jat joint
venture airline plans to exploit the Belgrade hub in order to connect
Etihad’s network to Australia, America, Middle East and Africa.
Belarus’ Belavia is the newest addition to carriers flying to and fro
Belgrade. Currently, there are 30 companies with 50 destinations
operating from Belgrade.. (Source: RTS) (AERO @ RSD 435;
1,138 shares traded). AERO is currently trading at a P/E13 of 16.2
and a P/S13 of 2.5. Ivan Radovic, (ivan.radovic@eurobank.rs, tel: +381 11
3027 533)
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Most Traded Stocks
Symbol Closing Price
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Turnover (RSD)

NIIS

843

4,397,893

SJPT

700

1,809,110

EPNS

1,200

1,680,000

AIKB

1,393

590,480

AERO

435

512,006
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Provider. Eurobank believes its data and text services to be reliable, but accuracy is not warranted or guaranteed. The Document includes facts, views, opinions
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fitness for a particular purpose or non-infringement.
Neither Eurobank nor any of its information providers, parents, members, subsidiaries, affiliates, service providers, licensors, officers, directors or employees shall
be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages arising out of or relating to this agreement or resulting from the use or the inability to
use the document, including but not limited to damages for loss of profits, use, data or other intangible damages, even if such party has been advised of the
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